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Introduction 

[RAMP]  What is something that is invisible, but real?  I thought of one…AIR, but there are 11 more 

things that are invisible and real.  Here they are: 1. Radio Waves- range from 1 foot to a few miles long 

and transmit information; 2. Dark Matter; 3. Antimatter; 4. Ultraviolet Light- causes sunburn; 5. Gravity; 

6. Infrared Light- whatever gives off heat gives of these waves; 7. The Mind- we can see the brain but 

not thoughts; 8. Emotions- we can see facial and body cues to recognize the effects of emotion on the 

body, but not the emotion itself; 9. Atoms- the building blocks of matter; 10. Quantum Particles- smaller 

than atoms; and 11. The Universe- we can only see parts of it, but not all of it because it is huge.i 

[RELEVANCE]  If there exists 12 things in the world that cannot be seen, but we know exist, then when 

Jesus says that the Kingdom of God cannot be see…we can believe the Kingdom of God does, in fact, 

exist.  So, if the Kingdom of God exists, then do you live as if it does child of God? 

[OUTCOME]  Today we will be reminded how the Kingdom of God’s existence may change our lives, 

or not. 

Body 

[TEXT/CONTEXT]  Let me read our text again, from Luke 17:20-21, “20 Once Jesus[g] was asked by 

the Pharisees when the kingdom of God was coming, and he answered, “The kingdom of God is not 

coming with things that can be observed; 21 nor will they say, ‘Look, here it is!’ or ‘There it is!’ For, in 

fact, the kingdom of God is among[h] you.”  Here, in our text, the Pharisees misunderstood what the 

Kingdom of God was like.  They were looking for physical manifestations of the Kingdom of God, such 
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as God’s Messiah restoring Israel to its former glory as in King David’s time.  But Jesus teaches that they 

were mistaken.  The Kingdom of God is not just physical, but spiritual as well.  The physical 

manifestation of the Kingdom of God is the result of the Holy Spirit transforming God’s people. 

First, Worldly kingdoms and Jesus’ kingdom of heaven are totally different.  Worldly 

kingdoms are of the world, and therefore physical- made of things of this world.  For example, Herod’s 

kingdom, during Jesus’ life, was characterized by power, pride, sensuality, and death.  Herod had the 

power to release John the Baptist or to kill him.  Herod didn’t want to kill John the Baptist, but his wife 

wanted him dead and had her daughter request John the Baptist’s head on a platter.  Herod did it because 

he was proud and didn’t want to look bad in front of his guests.  Herod’s step-daughter danced for him 

and pleased him in a way that was sensual.  Herod’s kingdom, like all earthly kingdoms, was of this 

world and therefore physical- made of the things of this world.  Worldly kingdoms and Jesus’ kingdom 

of heaven are totally different.  

Second, the Kingdom of God is spiritual, but has physical results.  Herod’s kingdom ended in 

death, but Jesus’ kingdom never ends.  Jesus healed the sick and fed the hungry, which reveals His 

kingdom gives love, joy, hope, peace, and life.  These qualities are not physical in and of themselves, but 

a mindset, an attitude, that result in a way of living.  The qualities are the result of living by the Holy 

Spirit, and when God’s people do this they act in ways that concretely reveal God’s Kingdom on earth.  

Before the visible signs of God’s Kingdom are manifested in the world, the Holy Spirit does in inward 

work of grace within God’s people.  The Holy Spirit changes God’s people from the inside out, and this 

transformation has physical results. 

For example, let’s take a look at John Wesley and what he did for Great Britain.  “From 1848 to 

1849, a series of revolutions swept across France, Germany, Poland, Italy, and the Austrian Empire. 

Discontentment toward poor governance and economic recession were the main cause of the revolutions. 
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Urban workers, many unskilled, toiled for over twelve to fifteen hours each day, all the while living in 

disease-ridden conditions. The failed harvest doubled food prices, and they had no choice but to spend 

half their wages on food. On the other hand, in rural areas, famine forced people to immigrate. Both the 

middle lower classes desired for reform. Their approaches differed though, and the lower class’ methods 

often steered toward violence and revolts.” 

1.) “John Wesley and his Methodists committed themselves to serving the poor, starting a spiritual 

and social revival. Fundraising for the unfortunate through sermons, the press, and other means, they 

worked hard to clothe and feed prisoners and bought food, medicine, fuel, tools for the helpless and the 

aged. The earliest and most practiced aid for the poor was through weekly class meeting. Members would 

use the collected contributions and distribute them into money, food, clothing, fuel, or medicine.”ii  2.) 

“In 1746, Wesley introduced London and Bristol an additional assistance: medical aid to the poor.”iii  3.) 

“In addition, Wesley and his followers devoted themselves to organize societies for the unemployed. In 

a period that discriminated the poor and viewed poverty as an indicator of the worth of the individual, 

Wesley preached God’s love for all mankind and necessitated unrestricted love for one’s neighbor. 

Supporting fair prices, respectable wage, healthy employment, Wesley created three measures that 

realistically encouraged the poor that realistically encouraged the poor in their seemingly undefeatable 

poverty. The first was a loan fund, the second, a system for finding employment, and third, a lending 

stock which enabled the poor to acquire the necessities to open small businesses.”  4.) “From the very 

beginning, Wesley and his followers educated the children of poor families. Through his efforts, some 

of the poor got out of poverty, creating England’s middle class.”  Second, the Kingdom of God is 

spiritual, but has physical results.  
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Third, the world sees Jesus’ kingdom when God’s disciples obey God’s directive to work 

and serve.  Jesus tells them, "They need not go away; you give them something to eat.” (Note that the 

"you" is emphasized in Greek.) 

Have you ever thought about how much work it would be to distribute food to 5000 men, besides 

women and children -- and then to clean up the mess? It would have been so much easier for the disciples 

if Jesus had done what they asked, "Send the people away." There certainly could have been other ways 

of feeding the hungry that didn't involve so much work by the disciples. Jesus could have miraculously 

made the people's hunger pains disappear.  

Sometimes, for divine miracles to occur, disciples may have to do a lot of work. Perhaps that is 

a difference between disciples and the crowds. While all received the benefit of the miracle; the 

disciples were asked to work and work hard to make it happen -- and then to clean up the mess -- each 

had one of the twelve baskets to fill up.”iv  Third, the world sees Jesus’ kingdom when God’s disciples 

obey God’s directive to work and serve. 

Conclusion 

[GOOD NEWS] Jesus went out into the countryside moving form village to village teaching, preaching, 

healing the sick, giving sight to the blind, and raised the dead.  We need to go out into our community 

and meet the needs that God directs us to meet.  Our community would take notice.  Our community 

would begin to see that we care.  We can do any of these things as long as everyone of us helps.  Many 

hands make light work.  Let’s work together and make disciples of Jesus Christ.  Amen. 

 
i https://lonerwolf.com/things-we-cant-see/ 
ii Lucy Anne.  http://www.apricotpie.com/lucy-anne/how-methodist-movement-prevented-british-revolution 
iii Lucy Anne.  http://www.apricotpie.com/lucy-anne/how-methodist-movement-prevented-british-revolution 
iv http://www.crossmarks.com/brian/matt14x13.htm 
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